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It is the global IT World era. Every day IT technology is introducing new software to its users for
various propose. 3-D Animation courses are one of the well known Software courses which are
being liked by many students in the world wide metros.

What is 3-D animation course?

3-D Animation and Gaming or animation courses are established with the purpose of bridging the
gap between the needs of the rapidly thriving animation industries, gaming and visual special effects
uses. Students are learning theses skills to fulfill the industries needs. Theses services are widely
usein entertainment business. The crÃ¨me students then serves for the high- end jobs in animation,
Multimedia or gaming and business development for catering creative technologies in India and
abroad.

This is a billion-dollar market where each studentmeets with the knowledge and skills that are
required to enter in a successful entertainment or IT industry. The basic requirement of any student
to pursue this course is to be very creative, innovative, and artistic and having new ideas and
visualization to make the entertainment world more attractive and interesting.

There are a few subjects like clay modeling; experimental animation, sketching, and acting which
interest students apart from their regular 3- D animation coursescan be joined in their
academics.Time to time the students would also join seminars and workshops by visiting various
renowned industry professionals in the same work area. They will also get the especial training or
internship program to feel the actual job environment of their chosen job sector.  Some institutes are
also providing the placements to the students because they have good tie-ups with Multinational
companies.

Students can pursue the Degree, Diploma and certificate courses from many renowned and
government afflicted universities after 10+2 grade from the schooling.The Academy also offers the
B.Sc. degree in Animation courses. Here are some of the good recognized universities have been
mentioned below from where you can pursue the Animation course:-

* Maya Academy Of Advanced Cinematic (MAAC), Janakpuri, Delhi

* ARENA Animation-Patel Nagar (ISO 9001:2008 Certified), Delhi

* Blue Beans School of Creative Education, Noida, Noida

* Zee Institute of Creative Art, Chennai, T Nagar, Chennai

* ICAT, Chennai (Image College of Arts, Animation & Technology), Chennai

* Mayfair Business School, Kolkata

* CMC Academy, Baruipur, Kolkata

* Arena Animation-Malad (West), Malad West, Mumbai

* Zee Institute of Creative Art-Miraroad Center, Mira Road
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Students who have cleared Mathâ€™s with Physics in 10+2 level can only apply for this course at the
graduation level with minimum 50% eligibility in the same subjects. In the course of 3 years
animation series, it is technology studies in which students will learn the concept of Multimedia
communications in business, entertainment, art&design and education.

Finally the course enables students to create effective visual communication through using
multimedia or 3 D Animation skills for global communication purposes through websites.The major
benefit of such courses is that professionals can start their on business after having a few yearsâ€™
experiences in some MNCâ€™s. They have to build their strong clients in various entertainment
businesses and can easily start their independent business too.
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